
BALLOON GARLANDS
S P R I N K L E S  &  C O N F E T T I

SUPPLY CHECKLIST

STEP BY STEP  
(APPROXIMATELY 45 MIN ONCE BALLOONS ARE FILLED)

 Determine the # of balloons you need of each color, fill and knot.  While every balloon shouldn't be consistent in size

you'll want a good mix of generally sized small, medium, and fuller balloons. 

This step can be completed a day or two prior (storing balloons in garbage bags if necessary for transport)

Once all your balloons are filled and knotted you can begin to string them on the microfilament string with a larger size

needle - placing the needle through the knotted part of the balloon and weaving the balloons into bunches until you

get your desired fullness and color variation (consider this your base layer)

Once your base layer is established you can hang with command hooks or tie clear string in place in your desired

location to get the general location set

Build the garland out from there with a mix of smaller balloons using a low heat hot glue gun

See other mom's helpful how-to instructions from their 1st balloon garland! 

Danielle at Daily Splendor's princess balloon garland how - to 

Priscilla Locke's large scale pink balloon garland step-by-step
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BEFORE YOU START! 
Have a clear vision for how large of a balloon garland you are wanting to create and where

you'll be placing or hanging the balloon garland as the size of balloons you purchase will be

dependent on the overall desired size of your garland 

FIND US

facebook.com/sprinklesandconfettipartiespinterst.com/sprinklesandconfetti@sprinkles_and_confetti

WWW.SPRINKLESANDCONFETTI.COM

Balloons in a variety of colors, sizes and shapes

Clear microfilament string 

Tape if desired to attach to wall 

Qualatex Balloon Pump 

Large sewing needle 

Low heat glue gun 
Consider mixing 5" with 11" 

latex balloons for size variety 
adding shaped mylar balloons
for additional design interest 

http://www.sprinklesandconfetti.com/
http://www.priscilla-locke.com/2017/05/05/1792/
https://www.sprinklesandconfetti.com/products/30lb-clear-monofilament-string

